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Abstract: SehatQ is a portal and application that helps manage 

personal and family health. One of SehatQ's services is providing 
information and directories in the form of articles. To improve 
relations with web visitors, SehatQ also provides services in the 
form of discussion forums. The forum actually contains a variety 
of topics and changes very quickly over time, so to identify a topic 
from a collection of forums is very difficult and time-consuming if 
done manually by humans. But unfortunately the SehatQ 
editorial team has limited time and human resources in sorting 
out information sourced from the SehatQ forum to draw 
conclusions as a topic in the article. This research will offer a 
solution in analyzing Topic modeling using text mining with the 
Multilayer perceptron algorithm to provide trending information 
on the topics most frequently discussed at the forum at a certain 
time. 
 

Keywords : Data minning, tf-idf, multilayer perceptron, 
dv-ngram, n-gram, topik modeling, big data, bahasa  

I. INTRODUCTION 

SehatQ is a portal and application that helps manage 

personal and family health. One of the features found in 
SehatQ is that there are health articles and discussion forums 
provided on the SehatQ platform. Every day SehatQ's 
editorial team produces various health articles that are ready 
to be published. The article will appear on the website 
www.sehatq.com. with the article can increase the number of 
website visitors. But there is no doubt that as a medical expert 
SehatQ has a team to review every content that will be 
published on SehatQ to ensure that everything that comes out 
of the portal is the most valid and best health content that can 
be found in Indonesia. 
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In addition to articles, a feature found on the SehatQ website 
is a discussion forum. Discussion forums are a feature 
provided by SehatQ to accommodate questions from website 
visitors. In the forum visitors can interact with both the doctor 
and with other visitors. Existing discussion forums are quite 
active, as evidenced from 1 January 2019 to 25 January 2020 
recorded 10707 records of SehatQ forums submitted by 
visitors. The forum actually contains a variety of topics and 
changes very quickly over time, so to identify a topic from a 
collection of forums is very difficult and time-consuming if  
done manually by humans. In fact, the collection of posts in 
the forum is a source of data that has the potential to provide 
information on what is happening in the healthy portal Q. But 
unfortunately the SehatQ editorial team has limited time and 
human resources in sorting out information sourced from the 
SehatQ forum to draw conclusions as a topic in the article. 

In the forum, both questions and answers from readers 
contain information that often contains many symbols and 
non-standard word elements. This makes it difficult for the 
editorial team to interpret manually thousands of texts in the 
existing forum. Text mining is a method for analyzing large 
amounts of text data. Text mining techniques are needed to 
find an interesting pattern in finding trends based on text in 
the healthy forum Q. 

Based on the above problems, this research will offer a 
solution in analyzing Topic modeling using text mining with 
the Multilayer perceptron algorithm to provide trending 
information on the topics most frequently discussed at the 
forum at a certain time. The results of the trending topic can 
be used as a reference by the editorial team in determining the 
topic of the next article. [12] The company can maintain 
direct relationships and connections between the forum and 
the article, using the data. 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Text Mining 

Text mining is the process of analysis data in the form of 
text and the source of data is obtained from documents [2]. 
The concept of text mining usually use in the classification of 
textual documents where the documents will be classified 
according to the topic of the document. With text mining an 
article can be known the types of categories through the words 
contained in the article. The contents of the article are 
analyzed and matched in the keyword of database that has 
been predetermined. So, text mining can help to group a word 
in the document with a short time. The stages of analyze text 
mining are collecting data and extracting the features that will 
be used [2].  
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According to [17], based on data processing with the Data 
or text Mining technique, where it gets several algorithms that 
are used to produce a comparison between actual predictions 
with actual conditions it can be designed Decision Support 
System or system recommendations. 

B. Processing Data 

Data Processing intend to get a dataset that can be 
processed quickly and produce the suitable conclusions. One 
of the process of data processing is feature selection. There 
are several stages in the selection of features, including : 
Tokenizing, is the stage of cutting the input string to separate 
sentences into words. And the Stopword, the process of 
removing words that are not important in the text is carried 
out. This process need a dictionary of words that can store bag 
of words to be removed. The last one is Stemming, this stage 
that carries out the process of turning derivative words into 
basic words [2]. 

Processing data stages according to [6] explain the 
definition about Tokenizing is the stage of separating 
sentences into words, deleting special characters and 
punctuation. 

Start

Input news 
text

Check the joined 
news

Separating joined 
words

Eliminate 
punctuation

Separate 
news text

End

 
Fig. 1. Tokenizing Processes Phase [6] 

According to [5] define the meaning of stop word. At this 
stage it is a continuation of the tokenizing process by taking 
important words with the stop list algorithm (eliminate words 
that are not important) and word list (save important words). 
The stages of stopword process can be summarize  : 

 
1) Compare the results of tokenizing with stopword data 
2) Check the token data with the stopword data 
3) If there is the same data it will be deleted 
4) If the data are not the same then the data will be 

displayed because it is an important word. 

Stopword

Save token in 
wordlist

Return

Token = 
stopword

No

Yes

 
Fig. 2. Phase Stopword Processes [5] 

The definition of Stemming according to [4], this stage is the 
process of eliminating derivative words that still have prefixes 
into basic words. In the stemming process we use the Nazief 
and Adriani algorithm [4] with the following step : 
1)    Words that have not been stemmed are searched from in 

the dictionary. When the word is found immediately, it 
means the word is a basic word. The word will be 
returned and the algorithm terminated. 

2)     Inflection Suffixes (“-lah”, “-kah”, “-ku”,“-mu”,  or   

“-nya”) will be remove. When the word contains particle   

(“-lah”, “-kah”, “-tah”, or “-pun”) this step will be 

repeated again to remove a Possesive Pronouns (“-ku”,  

“-mu”, atau “- nya”), if any. 
3)     Delete the Derivation Suffixes  (“-i”, “-an”,atau  “-kan”). 

If the word is found in the dictionary, the algorithm stops. 
In case the word not found then continue to step 3a. If 
“-an”, was removed and the last letter of the word is “-k”, 

then “-k” will remove too. When the word is found in the 
dictionary, the algorithm stops. In case the word not 
found then continue to step 3b. The deleted suffix (“-i”,  

“-an”,atau “-kan”) returned, continue to step 4. 
4)     Delete the Derivation Prefix  (“di-”,“ke-”, “se-”,  “me-”,  

“be-”, “pe-”, “te”) with the maximum iteration is three 

times. 
a. The step 4 will stop in case : 
•  Forbidden combinations of prefixes and suffix 

occur as in Table 1 below. 

Table- 1: Combination of suffix prefix that is not 
allowed 

Prefix Suffix that is not permitted 

be- -i  

di- -an  

ke- -i, -kan   

me- -an  

se- -i, -kan   

•  Three prefixes have been removed 
b. The prefix type is determined through the following 

steps : 
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Fig. 3. Phase of Stemming Processes[4] 

1)    When the prefix : “di-”, “ke-”,atau “se-”, then the 

prefix type in a row is “di-”, “ke-”, or “se-”. 
2)    When the prefix “te-”,   “me-”,“be-”,  atau   “pe-”, 

then additional process is needed to determine the 
type of prefix. 

3)   Find the word that has been omitted in the dictionary. 
When the word not found, then step 4 is repeated 
again. In case the word found, the whole process 
stops. 

4)    After there are no more affixes left, then the 
algorithm is stopped and the base word is searched in 
the dictionary, when the base word is found it means 
the algorithm is successful but when the base word is 
not found in the dictionary, then recoding is 
performed. 

5)   All of the steps have been taken but the root word is 
not found in the dictionary as well so this algorithm 
returns the original word before stemming. 

C. Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency 
(TF-IDF) 

Data that has gone through the preprocessing stage must be 
numeric. To convert the data into numeric we use the TF-IDF 
weighting method. Term Frequency Invers Document 
Frequency (TF-IDF) method is used to define the text (term) 
related with the document from weighting each word. TF-IDF 
method combine two concept which is frequency a word in a 
document and inverse document frequency in a word [3]. In 
calculating TF-IDF using weighting method, first calculated 
TF value with the weight of each word is 1. While IDF value 

formulated in equal   . IDF(word is the 

IDF value of each ) the word to be searched for, td is total of 
document available, df number of words in all documents. 

Term Frequency Invers Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 
method is a method used to determined how far the word 
(term) related to a document with every weight of each word. 
In text preprocessing, term weighting is the most important 
stages. This stage is done with the aim to give a value or 
weight to the terms contained in a document. 

The weight given to a term depends on the method used to 
weight it. In text mining, there are several types of weighting 
methods which include TF, TF-IDF and WIDF. The output is 
compared to the performance of text categorization. There are 
parameters used as benchmarks for comparing performance 
text categorization, which are precision, recall and f-measure. 
To test the weighting result, we can used tools of data 
classification namely Weka, with Naïve Bayes and Naïve 
Bayes Updateable as that methode of classified. Based on test 
result, found that the WIDF weighting method has better 
performance than the other weighting methods (TF dan 
TF-IDF). Generally, WIDF outperform other methods in 
some of the tests conducted. 

The frequency with a term appears in a document and 
normalizes it throughout the entire document, make this 
method better than the others [9]. Two new term weighting 
schemes is SQRT_TF-IGM and TF-IGM generated from the 
moment of reserve gravity are proposed to improve the weight 
behaviour TF-IGM [1]. 

D. Artificial Neural Network  

Multilayer perceptron (MLP), also known as feedforward 
neural network. The term "ANN" hereinafter refers to MLP 
and more complex architecture[9]. Looking at the illustration 
in Figure 4, the multilayer perceptron literally has several 
layers. In general there are three layers: input, hidden, and 
output layer. The input layer accepts the input (without 
carrying out any operation), then the input value (without 
passing to the activation function) is given to hidden units. (In 
hidden units, the input is processed and a calculation of the 
activation function results for each neuron, then the results are 
given to the next layer. Output from the input layer will be 
received as input for the hidden layer. Likewise, the hidden 
layer will send the results to the output layer[10]. 

[11]This activity is called feed forward. The same applies 
to artificial neural networks with more than three layers. 
Neuron parameters can be optimized using the gradient-based 
optimization method. MLP is a combination of many 
non-linear functions. This combination of many non-linear 
functions is more powerful than a single perceptron. As 
shown in Figure 4, each neuron is connected to all the neurons 
in the next layer. This configuration is referred to as fully 
connected. MLP generally uses a fully connected 
configuration. 
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Fig. 4. Multilayer Perceptron 2 [11] 

To practice MLP, the algorithm that is generally used is 
back propagation. The meaning of the word backpropagation 
is difficult to translate into Indonesian. We update the 
parameters (synapse weights) gradually (from the output to 
the input layer, because it is called backpropagation) based on 
error / loss (output compared to desired output). The point is 
to correct the synapse weight from the output layer to the layer 
life, then the error is propagated to the previous layer. That is, 
changes in synapse weight in a layer are affected by changes 
in synapse weight in the subsequent layers. Backpropagation 
is a gradient-based optimization method applied to ANN. 

 

 
Fig.5. MLP using backpropagation [11] 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this paper is analyzing Topic modeling 
using text mining with the Multilayer perceptron algorithm to 
provide trending information on the topics most frequently 
discussed at the forum at a certain time. System using a text 
mining method that can provide topic modeling based on 
trending topic from forum discussion. The application of the 
text mining method consists of several stages, including: 
Stages of Data Processing (Tokenizing, Stopword and 
Stemming), the application of the TF IDF method for 
weighting each word and applying the cosine similarity model 
to measure the similarity between a document and a query. 
The method of text mining is a solution to provide topic 
modeling that are appropriate for each forum discussion. 

 
Fig.6. The Methodology of Text Mining [8] 

• Business Understanding 

In the first stage we look at problems with companies, 
especially editors who have difficulty filtering out 
information contained in sehatQ forum discussion to draw 
conclusions into a topic that will be discussed in the article 
because both questions and answers from readers contain 
information that often contains many symbols and elements of 
the word no raw. This makes it difficult for the editorial team 
to interpret manually thousands of texts in the existing forum. 

• Data Understanding.  

At this stage discussing the data used for the data mining 
process. A data set taken from the healthy SQL database in the 
form of forum data, article data, and tag data will be used in 
this study. Data posted by visitors in the form of questions or 
answers will be stored in the forum data. While article data is 
data created by a team of editors to explain a particular topic 
in a series of articles. Then for the tag data itself is a set of 
topics or keywords that have been determined by the editorial 
team that serves as a marker on an article. If there are articles 
that discuss the same problem then the same tag can be given. 

• Data Preparation 

We prepare the data for building the model. We combine 
the data from article, forum and list tag summary to become 
one data, And we used stemming to stem the word from the 
article, forum and list tag and we remove the stopword from 
the article using sastrawi library in python. To ensure we can 
collect the feature from the article. After we process the token 
from that with dv-ngram to get more valid phrases.  

• Modeling 

We build model using MLP to learning modeling for 
generate topic. We use IDF to count the frequent topic that 
appears. 

• Evaluation 
We evaluate the topic in accuracy and loss method to find 

out the quality of the topics produced. 
• Deployment 
We implement a model into the system to search for 

trending topics and recommend topics based on trending 
forum topics generated. 
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IV. RESULT 

4. 1 Data Preparation 
The following is a summary of the process in the preparation 

phase in this study: 

  
Fig.7. Diagram flow Data Preparation 

From Figure 4.11 we can see the order to clean up existing 
data. Starting from the initial data selection then after the initial 
data collected will be converted to lowercase, then proceed to 
eliminate the data that is in the stopword list where the stopword 
data list is the deletion of data containing html code, literary 
stopword data list, and word blacklist from the internal team. 
After the deletion phase, the stemming phase will be continued, 
ie the initial erasure and the unfolding of words that are not 
needed. This is so that the tokenizing process can be cleaner. 
The process will produce a token or commonly called bag of 
words. In this study it is not enough to just one token, but 
researchers are trying to form tokens using dv-2-gram to get a 
more tangible collection of phrases. 

4.1.1 Initial Dataset 
Raw data in the .sql format that is processed in the MySQL 
database management system (DBMS) is converted to the .xls 
format to make it easier to process. The data taken is forum 
data, article data and tags which are a collection of topics in 
general contained in healthy articles Q. The following pictures 
are for article and forum data: 

 
Fig.8. Sample data article 

 
Fig. 9. Sample data Forum 

 
Fig. 10. Sample data tag 

4.1.2 Data Cleansing 

 
Fig. 11. Data Result from text preprocessing article 

Fig. is a sample table of data processed by preprocessing 
text on article and tag data combined into one. The articles_id 
column is the article id, the title & content column contains 
the confusion between the article title and the article content, 
publish is the date of the published article, title & 
content_stem is a combination of title and content data 
obtained from the stemming process, tags are a general topic 
in articles that have been determined by the editor , and 
taginarticle is a collection of tags or topics contained in the 
title & content_stem column that has passed the dv-2 gram 
stage. So clearly seen tokon contained not only one katu but 
there are consisting of 2 words or bigram. 
The process of cleaning the data is also carried out on the 
askdoctor or forum data set. For forum data sets, a file named 
create_database_forum.xlsx will be formed. The data will be 
saved as the table below: 
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Fig.12. Data Result from text preprocessing Forum 

Fig is a sample table of data processed by preprocessing 
text in forum data. The created_at column is the date the 
forum was created by visitors, the title & question & answer 
column contains a combination of article titles, questions and 
answers in one forum, the title & question & answer is a 
combination of title, question and answer data obtained from 
the stemming process. 
4. 2 Methods for Topic Modeling 

The following is a flow chart on the modeling topic in this 
study: 

 

Fig.13. Flow diagram Model MLP  
The picture above is an illustration of the process of 

forming a modeling topic using the MLP model. Starting from 
the preprocessing text on article and tag data. First for 
preprocessing articles generate cv2 files in pickle format, this 
cv2 file will be used as input for the model to be created. Then 
preprocessing on the combined article and tag data will 
produce a list of article tags. This article tag list will be used 
as the value of y in the formation of the model. Then x and y 
data are divided for training data and testing data with a 
percentage of 67% for training data and 33% for testing data, 
the data will be taken randomly by the system. 

The data selected as the data train will be forwarded to the 
feature extraction process, ie the model will create a formula 
in the data so that it can be used for the cluster builder process. 
Clusters here are a number of tags contained in the healthyQ 
database tag list. After that, a modeling topic will be formed 
into a cluster. For the data selected as test data, the cluster will 
be determined directly. After that it can be evaluated to 
determine the cluster of the data train results and test data by 
measuring the loss and accuracy in each row. 

In this study the structure of the model used is where there 
are three layers: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. 

Table- 2: Structure model MLP 
Model MLP Keterangan 

Input layer Sesuai dengan jumlah dari 

hasil ekstraksi fitur 

berdasarkan hasil olah dv 

gram 

Hidden layer Satu hidden layer dengan 

jumlah 50 neuron 

Output layer Jumlah 1717 neuron 

Epoch/iterasi 50 

Fungsi aktivasi Hidden 

layer 

relu 

Fungsi aktivasi output sigmoid 

Dense/Hidden layer 100 

Optimizer rmsprop 

loss binary_crossentropy 

metrics accuracy 

 
setArticle=set(cv2.get_feature_names()) 

 

cv2.dtype=np.int8 

inputData=cv2.transform(create_database[

"title&content_stem"]) 

 

inputData=inputData.toarray() 

 

create_database2=create_database.copy()  

create_database2["vector"]=create_databa

se2.tags.map(lambda x: 

get_vector_from_array(x)) 

dataArticle=pd.DataFrame(create_database

2["vector"].to_list(),columns=TagsRemove

Stopword.Tags,index=create_database2.art

icles_id) 

numDataArticle=dataArticle.sum() 

idf_article=np.log(dataArticle.shape[0]/

numDataArticle)  

X=inputData  

y=dataArticle.to_numpy()  

# fix random seed for reproducibility 

seed=7 

np.random.seed(seed) 

# split into 67% for train and 33% for test 

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = 

train_test_split(X, 

y, test_size=0.33, 

random_state=seed) 
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# create model 

model = Sequential() 

model.add(Dense(100, 

input_dim=X_train.shape[1],use_bias=Fals

e, activation='relu')) 

model.add(Dense(y_train.shape[1], 

input_dim=50, use_bias=False)) 

model.add(Activation('sigmoid')) 

# Compile model 

model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy'

, optimizer='rmsprop', 

metrics=['accuracy']) 

# Fit the model 

history=model.fit(X_train, y_train, 

validation_data=(X_test,y_test), 

epochs=50, batch_size=64) 

Code.1. Source codemodel MLP 
4.3 4.4 Evaluation of Topic Models 

This evaluation is done by calculating the value of loss and 
accuracy on the model. To evaluate the model the writer 
divides between train data and test data with a ratio of 67% for 
train and 33% for test. Each data was chosen randomly to get 
the train and test data. The following results from the topic 
modeling process: 

 
Fig.14. Running model 

After the model is run it produces a process like the picture 
above. The figure provides information that from the iteration 
process as much as 50 times the system produces the greatest 
loss value is 0.750 and the accuracy value of 0.9813 each 
scale 1. If visualized in graphical form is as follows: 

 
Fig.15. Comparison of accuracy 

 

 

Fig.16. Comparison of Loss 
From the results above it can be seen that the more 

experiments the value of aquaculture is increasing even 
stable. As for the loss, the more trials the loss value decreases 
and tends to be stable. 

The loss function used in this study is binary_crossentropy. 
Cross-entropy will calculate a score that summarizes the 
average difference between the actual and predicted 
probability distributions for prediction class 1. The score is 
minimized and a good cross-entropy value is 0. 
4.5 Deployment 
4.5.1 Designing the topic trending system in the forum 

The purpose of making this model is to provide the top 10 
topics that are trending on the sehatQ Forum. The following is 
an overview of the process of the trending system topic 
created: 

 
Fig.17. Alur sistem Trending topik forum 

• After the data has been through a text forum and dv-ngram 
preprocessing of data stored in the file noHp.xlsx and will 
then use the process modeling topics will be formed clusters 
of topics each forum. Relationships Forum tags are stored in 
the file database_forum_tags.xlsx. Use the following code: 
%%time 

tagsForumAllPro=[] 

tagsForum=[] 

create_database_forum2=create_database_f

orum[~create_database_forum["noHP"]] 

create_database_forum2=create_database_f

orum2.drop("tagsInArticle",axis=1) 

create_database_forum2=create_database_f

orum2.dropna() 

# 

create_database_forum2["tagsForumAllPro"

]="" 

create_database_forum2["tagsForum"]="" 

for n in 

tqdm(create_database_forum2.index): 

# if n>3: 

#   break 

X=cv2.transform([create_database_forum2.

loc[n,"title&question&answer_stem"]]).to

array() 

A=model.predict_proba(np.array([X[0]])) 

B=sorted(A[0,idx_tags],reverse=True)[5] 

if sum(A[0,idx_tags])>0: 

C=[setTags[i] for i in 

np.where(A[0,idx_tags]>B)[0] if 

setTags[i] not in 

remove_tags_from_trending] 

# C=[setTags[i] for i in np.where(A>B)[1]] 

# print(C) 

else: 

C=[] 

# print(C) 
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# 

create_database_forum2.loc[n,"tagsForumA

llPro"]=A[0] 

# 

create_database_forum2.loc[n,"tagsForum"

]=C 

tagsForumAllPro+=[A[0]] 

tagsForum+=[C] 

Code.2. Code trending topic forum 
• After the process of forming a tag on the forum already 

berlajan writer can determine the value of TF-IDF on each 
phrase in represntasikan in the form of Vector Space Model. 
TF-IDF consists of Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse 
Document Frequency (IDF). Where TF-IDF utilize the data 
tag on the forum that have been collected from the previous 
process. Where the formula used in the TF is as follows: 

TF (t) = (Number of times term t Appears in a document) / 
(Total number of terms in the document).  

And the formula used in the IDF are as follows: 
IDF (t) = log_e (Total number of documents / Number of 

documents with the term t in it). 
So the formula for determining the TF-IDF is: 
TF-IDF = TF (t) x IDF (t) 

In this case researchers will use only the IDF value because it 
can provide information about the intensity level of the 
emergence of a phrase. The lower the frequency level idf 
signifies the emergence of a phrase. 

Here's the code that is used to determine the idf of each tag 
forum: 
%%time 

databaseForum2=databaseForum.copy() 

databaseForum2["vector"]=databaseForum2.

setTags.map(lambda x: 

get_vector_from_array(x)) 

dataForum=pd.DataFrame(databaseForum2["v

ector"].to_list(),columns=TagsRemoveStop

word.Tags,index=databaseForum2.index) 

numDataForum=dataForum.sum() 

idf_forum=np.log(dataForum.shape[0]/numD

ataForum) 

TagsRemoveStopword["idf_forum"]=idf_foru

m 

Code.3. Code idf tag code determination forum 
 
The results of this system is in the form of a top 10 list of 

topics that often appear on the forum sehatQ following 
picture: 

 
Fig.18. The results of the forum system Trending topics 

4.5.1 Designing the system on the topic of the article 

The second form of implementation of the model that has 
been made is in the form of the system on the topic of the 
article. The system described the plot as shown below: 

  
Fig.19. The process of system recommendations article 

topics 
Starting from the user input data and then do the text 

preprocessing then will form a token. The token will be 
determined through the model to enter into any tag. Then 
going through the process of validation of the list of existing 
tags. If the tag is generated are included in the set list tag will 
count its idf value based on data from the tag forum, take the 
top 10 data only. Then from 10 data tags will look for its idf 
value of the data of the article. Results ahirnya be sorted based 
on the value of idf The top 10 take its course to be issued as a 
recommendation. The following code is used to determine the 
outcome of recommendations: 

  
Fig.20. Output system on the topic of the article 

From the figure above shows that the phrase or words input by 
the user is maintaining dental health. Recommendations 
generated topic is 'abses gigi', 'gigi lubang', 'gigi putih', 'gigi 
sensitif', 'hidup sehat', 'karang gigi', 'sehat gigi', 'sehat mulut', 
'sakit gigi', 'tips sehat'. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Telah dilakukan eksperimen Topic modeling dengan metode 
MLP. Eksperimen yang dilakukan dengan model sequential 
dengan hidden layer menggunakan 100 neuron, fungsi 
aktivasi relu dan sigmoid, optimizer menggunakan rmsprop 
dan fungsi loss menggunakan binary crossentropy  dapat 
mengahasilkan suatu model untuk menentukan suatu topik 
dengan baik. Telah dilakukan evalusi dari model topik yang 
telah dibuat dengan mengukur akurasi dan nilai loss. Dengan 
menggunakan data train 67% dan data test 33% di ambil 
secara acak dapat menghasilkan nilai akurasi 0.9813 dan nilai 
loss 0.0750 dengan skala terbesar adalah 1. Model yang 
dihasilkan dapat diimplementasi untuk sistem penentuan 
trending topik dengan menambahkan proses penghitungan Idf 
untuk menghasilkan output yang sesuai yaitu mencari nilai 
seringnya tingkat kemunculan 
sebuah tag. 
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